To the Editor, I am writing with regard to the article titled, "Evaluation of coronary artery variations using dual-source coronary computed tomography angiography in neonates with transposition of the great arteries" published in April 2019 issue of JJR [1] .
I believe that evaluation of coronary arteries in patient with transposition of the great arteries is crucial for the future open heart surgery.
The authors of this paper tried to compare these two modalities in evaluation of coronary arteries, but result was already known at the beginning. A surgeon needs to know especially proximal anatomy of coronary arteries before the surgery. An experienced physician, performing echo, provides enough information for the surgeon. CT angiography provides better spatial resolution than echo. It should be reserved just for cases when echocardiography (echo) is not helpful. Using the breath-hold and retrospective ecg imaging is also questionable. For the evaluation of the proximal parts of coronary arteries the breath-hold is not necessary and significantly prolongs the entire examination. The proximal coronary artery course is most critical and higher heart rates are tolerated. Scanners with the best temporal resolution are most likely to achieve diagnostic images in patients with the highest heart rates. Consider medication to lower heart rate for coronary imaging is possible [2] . The very important issue is dose-reduction especially in newborns. The author thinks that prospective ecg imaging of coronaries is also possible and this type of acquisition reduces dose more significantly than retrospective ecg imaging.
Sincerely, M. Kardos

